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Summary

In asexual eukaryotes, the two allelic gene copies at a locus are expected to become highly divergent
as a result of the independent accumulation of mutations in the absence of segregation. If sexual
reproduction was abandoned millions of generations ago, intra-individual allelic divergences can be
significantly larger than in species that reproduce sexually. Owing to the disputed existence of truly
ancient asexual species, this so-called ‘Meselson effect ’ has been put forward as a means of
confirming the complete loss of sexual reproduction. Very few attempts have, however, been made
at quantifying the effect of sexual reproduction on the degree of divergence between gene copies in
an asexual population. Here, I describe how asexual reproduction can be regarded as a special case
of population subdivision. Using a slightly modified version of the standard two-deme structured
coalescent, I derive the expected coalescence time for a pair of gene copies in an asexual population
and show that the Meselson effect is compatible with low rates of sexual reproduction.

1. Introduction

In a randomly mating population of eukaryotic dip-
loid organisms, the amount of neutral genetic diver-
gence between two gene copies is expected to be the
same irrespective of whether the two gene copies come
from a single individual (i.e. the two alleles at a locus)
or from different individuals, because of the random
segregation of alleles. By contrast, eukaryotes that
have abandoned sexual reproduction (i.e. meiosis)
will no longer experience either segregation or re-
combination. This means that, if we look backwards
in time, the two alleles at a locus in a diploid asexual
organism cannot coalesce until sexual reproduction
occurs (Nordborg & Krone, 2001). As a consequence,
when there has been no sexual reproduction for very
long periods of time, intra-individual allelic differ-
ences will vastly exceed those normally encountered
in sexually reproducing organisms (Birky, 1996) and
may even be larger than differences between species, a
phenomenon known as the ‘Meselson effect ’ (Judson
& Normark, 1996).

The existence of species that have persisted without
sexual reproduction for very long periods of time –
so-called ‘ancient asexual scandals ’ – has been the
subject of some controversy, because it is difficult to
reconcile with current theories on the long-term
evolutionary advantages of sex and recombination
(Judson & Normark, 1996; Normark et al., 2003).
Many species suspected of being ancient asexuals are
small and not easily studied in the field. The lack of
sexual reproduction in such species is often inferred
from circumstantial evidence (e.g. failure to observe
males). Because sexual reproduction in putative an-
cient asexuals might be infrequent, essential aspects of
their life-cycle might escape detection (Hurst et al.,
1992). To overcome these difficulties, it was suggested
that the observation of extreme intra-individual allelic
sequence divergence would confirm the lack of sexual
reproduction in such species (Birky, 1996; Judson &
Normark, 1996; Normark, 1999). Empirical evidence
for the Meselson effect was first provided by Mark
Welch & Meselson (2000), who showed that intra-
individual differences between alleles at nuclear loci
were extremely large in bdelloid rotifers. This finding
was taken as convincing proof of the complete ab-
sence of sex in bdelloid rotifers for tens of millions of
years. Similar studies have been performed on various
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species believed to have lived without sex for millions
of generations but have generally failed to show
the same compelling results (Belshaw et al., 1999;
Normark, 1999; Schön&Martens, 2003; but seeKuhn
et al., 2001). It has been pointed out that failure to
detect high levels of intra-individual allelic sequence
divergence does not rule out complete asexuality
because non-meiotic events, such as mitotic recombi-
nation or gene conversion, might have consequences
similar to those of sexual reproduction (Birky, 1996;
Butlin, 2002; Normark et al., 2003). However, it is not
clear whether some (low) rate of sexual reproduction
is compatible with the Meselson effect. In fact, little
attention has been paid to the development of meth-
ods for more formal statistical analysis of genetic data
obtained from asexual species.

The coalescent theory is a powerful tool for popu-
lation genetic modelling (Nordborg, 2001). In par-
ticular, coalescent models incorporating population
structure have been shown to be applicable to a wide
range of genetic and evolutionary phenomena (e.g.
geographic subdivision, balancing selection and
diploidy) (Nordborg, 1997, 2001). The insight that
asexual reproduction in a diploid organism leads to
the isolation and divergence of the two homologous
genomes within individuals implies that asexuality
can be treated as a special kind of population sub-
division. In this case, subdivision is not geographic
but ‘genomic’ ; each individual in a population har-
bours two distinct ‘genomic subpopulations’. Sexual
reproduction (i.e. segregation) will allow genes (or
whole genomes if recombination is absent) to ‘mi-
grate ’ between the genomic subpopulations, reducing
the divergence between them. In this sense, asexual
reproduction thus most closely resembles the case of a
balanced polymorphism, where recombination allows
genes at a neutral locus to migrate between allelic
classes maintained by balancing selection acting on a
linked locus (e.g. Nordborg, 1997).

In this paper, I attempt to show how asexual re-
production can be modelled within the framework of
the structured coalescent. Specifically, I derive the
expected coalescence time for a pair of gene copies
sampled from a population with low rates of sexual
reproduction and show how the expected genetic di-
versity is affected. In addition, I briefly consider how
the rate of sexual reproduction might be estimated in
a population and discuss the validity of proposed tests
of long-term asexuality based on intra-individual
sequence divergence.

2. The model

(i) Preliminaries

The genealogy of a pair of gene copies in an asexual
population can be modelled as a structured coalescent

process with minor modifications. Consider first a
population made up of N diploid individuals obeying
a standard Wright–Fisher model of reproduction.
In this population, there are thus 2N gene copies in
total. The population can be viewed as divided into
two haploid ‘genomic subpopulations ’ of size N1=
N2=N. Notice that the genomic subpopulations are
not defined by the genealogy of a particular set of gene
copies but are fixed abstract entities introduced for the
purpose of modelling the genealogy. Hence, the two
allelic gene copies from a single individual always be-
long, by definition, to two different genomic subpopu-
lations, and every gene copy in the population belongs
to either of the two genomic subpopulations, irres-
pective of the degree of sexuality in the population.

The aim is now to analyse the effect of segregational
‘migration’ between the genomic subpopulations.
Consider, therefore, two selectively neutral gene copies
(i.e. two pieces of non-recombining DNA) sampled
from the population. The genealogy of the two gene
copies may be described by a discrete-time Markov
process with, as a first step, five possible states de-
noted (a, b), where a and b indicate the number of
distinct gene copies in the first and second genomic
subpopulations, respectively. It must be emphasized
here that the two genomic subpopulations are, for all
relevant purposes, completely equivalent. Thus, the
terms ‘first ’ and ‘second’ do not imply any particular
order. The five possible states are thus (1, 0), (2, 0),
(1, 1), (0, 2) and (0, 1), where (1, 0) and (0, 1) are the
ancestral states. By necessity, the subpopulation sizes
are equal and the ‘migration rate’ is equal in both
directions, so the model is completely symmetric.
Consequently, the states (1, 0)/(0, 1) and (2, 0)/(0, 2)
are equivalent and may be collectively denoted (1) and
(2), respectively. The model can thus be reduced to
one of three different states : (1), (2) and (1, 1), where
(1) denotes the ancestral state, (2) denotes two distinct
genes in the same genomic subpopulations, and (1, 1)
denotes two distinct genes in different genomic sub-
populations. A graphical representation of the gen-
ealogy is given in Fig. 1.

So far, the model is exactly like a standard two-
deme structured coalescent as described by, for ex-
ample, Nordborg (1997). However, as is, the model
does not take into account the fact that, when two
gene copies are found in different genomic sub-
populations, the lineages leading back to their most
recent common ancestor might at some point back in
time coalesce into the same diploid individual (Fig. 1).
In fact, two lineages in different genomic subpopu-
lations (in different individuals) are expected to do
this at a rate 1/N. The transition probabilities from
state (1, 1) differ depending on whether the two gene
copies are currently in two different individuals or
in the same individual. This will affect the expected
coalescence time for two gene copies sampled from
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the population. To accommodate this in the model,
the state (1, 1) is decomposed into two states : (1, 1)2,
denoting two genes from different genomic sub-
populations in two different individuals ; and (1, 1)1,
denoting two genes from different genomic subpopu-
lations in the same individual. Thus, we now have a
model with four different states : (1), (2), (1, 1)2, and
(1, 1)1. Finally, let R be the matrix of transition prob-
abilities rij (i, j=1,…, 4) between the different states.

(ii) Coalescence time for a pair of genes under
asexuality and outcrossing

We consider first the situation when sexual repro-
duction occurs by outcrossing. To specify the tran-
sition probabilities of the matrix R, let v be the
probability that an individual is sexually produced
and let limN]1 Nv=V, so that v=V/N. All par-
ameter values are assumed to be constant over time.

Ignoring terms of order Nx2 and smaller yields the
following matrix R of approximate transition prob-
abilities is produced.

R=

1 0 0 0

1

N
1x

V+1

N

V

N
0

0
V

N
1x

V+1

N

1

N

0
V

2N

V

2N
1x

V

N

0
BBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCA
: (1)

The states are arranged in the order (1), (2), (1, 1)2
and (1, 1)1 from left to right.

If time is measured in units of 2N generations and
N]‘ then the process converges to a continuous-
time Markov process. Using standard analytical pro-
cedures (see Appendix), we obtain the expected
coalescence times for a pair of gene copies

E [T(2)]=1+
1

2(2V+1)
,

E [T(1, 1)2]=1+
3V+2

2V(2V+1)
,

E [T(1, 1)1]=1+
1

V
,

(2)

where E [T(i)] is the expected time to coalescence for
two gene copies in state i. Notice that E [T(1, 1)1] is the
expected coalescence time for the two alleles at a locus
sampled from a single individual. For two gene copies
sampled from different individuals but otherwise at
random, the expected coalescence time (E [T]) is

E [T]=1
2E [T(2)]+1

2E [T(1, 1)2]=1+
1

2V
, (3)

because, under this sampling scheme, there is a 50%
chance that the two gene copies are drawn from
the same genomic subpopulation and a 50% chance
that they are drawn from different genomic sub-
populations.

Consider now what happens when sexual repro-
duction is common. The assumption limN]1 Nv=V
that was initially made means that segregation events
are rare (i.e. occur at a rate of the order Nx1). If we
relax this assumption and allow sexual reproduction
to be so frequent that, before a coalescence event hap-
pens, many segregation events have occurred then the
process will behave like an unstructured coalescent
process. Because of the symmetry of the model, the
rate of the coalescent process when sexual repro-
duction is frequent is, in analogy to the standard two-
deme structured coalescent, equal to 1 in units of 2N
generations (cf. Nagylaki, 1980; Nordborg, 1997;
Maruyama, 1972), which is the same as in a fully
sexual, random mating population of N diploid in-
dividuals (Hudson, 1990; Nordborg, 2001).
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a population of a
diploid asexual organism with rare sexual reproduction.
Individuals are represented as rectangles. Both ‘genomic
subpopulations’ (empty and filled circles) are represented
in each diploid individual. The lines track the genealogy of
a sample of two gene copies from the population. The
individual labelled ‘A/SS’ must be derived by either an
asexual reproductive event or a sexual selfing event ; the
individual labelled ‘SO’ must be derived from a sexual
outcrossing event, whereas the individual labelled ‘S’ must
be sexually derived, either by selfing or outcrossing. Other
individuals might be derived either sexually or asexually.
‘MRCA’ indicates the most recent common ancestor of
the two sampled genes. The leftmost column shows the
different states in which the two gene copies occur in each
generation. Many generations will pass between state
transitions.
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(iii) Incorporating selfing

The genealogical process with asexuality and rare
sexual outcrossing is a special case of a more general
model that allows a varying degree of selfing. Sexual
reproduction by (partial) self-fertilization can be eas-
ily incorporated into the model. By letting f denote
the probability that a sexually produced individual is
derived from a selfing event, the matrix Rf gives the
transition probabilities between the different states

Rf=

1 0 0 0

1

N
1x

V+1

N

V

N
0

0
V

N
1x

V+1

N

1

N

Vf

2N

V(1xf )

2N

V(1xf )

2N
1x

V

N
1x

f

2

� �

0
BBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCA
,

(4)

where the states are ordered as above. The expected
coalescence times for two gene copies now become

E [T(2)]f=1+
1

2(2V+1)
x

Vf

2V+1
,

E [T(1, 1)2]f=1+
3V+2

2V(2V+1)
x

f (1+f )

2V+1
,

E [T(1, 1)1]f=1+
1

V
xf,

(5)

and the expected coalescence time for two gene copies
sampled at random from different individuals is

E [T]f=1+
1

2V
xW, where W=

f (V+f+1)

2(2V+1)
: (6)

As might be expected, selfing reduces the expected
coalescence time for a pair of gene copies. The mag-
nitude of the effect that selfing has depends, however,
on the rate of sexual reproduction. In fully sexual
populations, selfing decreases the effective population
size and thus coalescence times, with a factor 1–f/2
(Pollak, 1987; Schoen & Brown, 1991; Nordborg &
Donnelly, 1997). In the present situation, notice that
limV]0, f]1 W=1, which means that, when sex is rare,
even obligate selfing will have practically no effect on
the expected coalescence time for two randomly
chosen gene copies. The same holds for two gene copies
(alleles) taken from a single individual, as seen above.

(iv) Genetic diversity in asexual populations

If the total number of mutations along a branch in a
genealogy is Poisson distributed with the mean h=mt,
where m is the mutation rate and t is the length of the
branch (in some unit of time), the total number of
mutational differences between two gene copies is 2h,
because they are separated by a divergence time of

2t. In an asexual population with rare sexual out-
crossing, the expected numbers of mutational differ-
ences between two randomly chosen gene copies (ha)
and between two gene copies (alleles) from a single
individual (ha[I ]) are

ha=4mN 1+
1

2V

� �
, (7a)

and

ha[I ]=4mN 1+
1

V

� �
, (7b)

where time is now measured in units of one gener-
ation. In a fully sexual, randomly mating population
of N diploid individuals, the expected number of
mutational differences between two randomly chosen
gene copies is hs=4Nm. This implies that genetic
diversity in an asexual population is expected to be
greater than in an equally sized sexual population,
provided that sexual reproduction in the asexual
population occurs at a rate in the order of Nx1 or
lower. Nevertheless, if V=1, there is only a 1.5-fold
difference between an asexual and a fully sexual popu-
lation with respect to the number of mutational dif-
ferences between two randomly chosen gene copies.
Thus, regardless of the size of an asexual population,
a single sexually produced recruit every generation is
sufficient to give the asexual population a level of
genetic diversity that, for all practical purposes, is
likely to be indistinguishable from that of a fully sex-
ual population. This conclusion agrees well with re-
sults from empirical studies on plants showing that
average values of within-population genetic diversity
measures do not differ significantly between sexual
and partly asexual species (Hamrick & Godt, 1989;
Table 3).

(v) Estimating the rate of sexual reproduction

Finally, we need an estimator of V, the scaled rate of
sexual reproduction. Consider a situation in which
both gene copies (alleles) are sequenced from several
diploid individuals. Under an infinite-sites model of
DNA sequence evolution, the expected number of dif-
ferences per nucleotide site, E [p], between two gene
copies (sequences) is equal to h (Li, 1997). Unlike the
case of geographic subdivision, in which the migration
rate can be estimated by comparing averaged esti-
mates of h for pairs of genes sampled from the same
subpopulation and from the total population (e.g.
Slatkin, 1991), there is, in this case, no way of know-
ing to which genomic subpopulation a given gene be-
longs. However, two genes sampled from the same
individual always belong to different genomic sub-
populations. Furthermore, for all pairwise compari-
sons of sequences sampled from different individuals,
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half will involve sequences from the same genomic
subpopulation and half will involve sequences from
different genomic subpopulations. Thus, wemay, as an
approximation, use the average number of observed
nucleotide differences between pairs of sequences
from within individuals, p̄I, to estimate ha[I ], and the
average number of observed nucleotide differences for
all pairs of sequences from different individuals, p̄D,
to estimate ha. From these observations, V may be
estimated as

V̂=
2p̄Dxp̄I

2(p̄Ixp̄D)
: (8)

It is assumed that there is equilibrium between drift
and sexual reproduction, so that the estimated value
of V̂ reflects the long-term, evolutionary stable value
of the parameter V.

3. Discussion

As shown in the present study, the expected coalesc-
ence time for a pair of gene copies in an asexual
population can be derived using a slightly modified
two-deme structured coalescent model. This finding
further extends the applicability of the structured co-
alescent, which has been used to model other evol-
utionary phenomena, such as geographic subdivision
and balancing selection (Nordborg, 1997, 2001). The
model described here considers only the effect of seg-
regation on the genealogy of neutral genes. Sexual
reproduction is often equated with recombination
and, although the effect of segregation on the dy-
namics of deleterious mutations has been analysed
(Antezana & Hudson, 1997), few studies have con-
sidered how neutral genetic diversity is affected by a
limited rate of segregation. Inasmuch as segregation
causes the random distribution of alleles at a locus
among offspring, a restricted rate of segregation is the
ultimate cause of enhanced allelic divergences in
asexual organisms. Moreover, even though crossing-
over and recombination are often required for proper
separation of homologous chromosomes in meiosis
(Davis & Smith, 2001), segregation can happen with-
out concomitant recombination in a given genomic
region (which is why linkage disequilibrium can be
observed in sexually reproducing organisms). Recom-
bination between strictly neutral loci will only cause
different loci to segregate independently of each other.
As a result, unlinked loci will have the same expected
coalescence time, but the correlation between their
respective genealogies will weaken with increasing re-
combination (e.g. Hudson, 1990). This is, of course,
true for any degree of sexuality; the main consequence
of asexual reproduction is a reduced effective rate of
recombination.

In addition to segregation, there are several mech-
anisms – both meiotic and mitotic – that can bring

about ‘migration’ between the genomic subpopu-
lations and that might affect the genealogical process
if they disrupt the symmetry and/or rate of the ‘mi-
gration’ model (cf. Nordborg, 1997). Asymmetry can
be imposed by biased gene conversion or directional
selection at linked sites (i.e. selection at a site at some
recombination distance from the gene under con-
sideration). Directional selection in combination with
reduced recombination rates has, for example, been
cited as a factor that should reduce within-population
genetic diversity in asexual organisms (Charlesworth
& Wright, 2001). However, if these processes either
take place during meiosis (gene conversion) or depend
on meiosis to take effect (selection at linked sites),
they are also effectively limited by the rate of segre-
gation. In fact, directional selection has no effect on
intra-individual sequence divergence under compete
asexuality (Birky, 1996). Thus, the consequences of
meiotic gene conversion and directional selection will
be of importance only when sexual reproduction is
frequent. The same is true, as shown, for selfing: the
probability that two gene copies in the same individ-
ual coalesces in the previous generation increases with
selfing but the effect is far outweighed by a low rate
of sexual reproduction (Eqn 6). By contrast, recom-
bination and gene conversion during mitosis are in-
dependent of segregation and will have an effect
similar to that of sexual reproduction (Birky, 1996).
If such non-meiotic ‘migration’ events are common,
the coalescence time for two gene copies might be
significantly reduced even in the absence of sexual
reproduction. Indeed, crossing-over during mitosis
occurs at frequency of 10x3 to 10x2 relative to meiotic
crossing-over (van Heemst & Heyting, 2000), so
mitotic recombination might have important conse-
quences when sex is rare. Both mitotic recombination
and gene conversion have been invoked to explain the
lack of high intra-individual sequence divergence in
species believed to be ancient asexuals (Normark,
1999), even though the frequency with which such
events take place in asexual species is not generally
known.

Bengtsson recently studied the effect of asexual
reproduction in a coalescent framework (Bengtsson,
2003). Although some aspects of his results are, in
a general and qualitative sense, similar to those pres-
ented here (e.g. that asexuality has no effect on the
coalescence time of a pair of gene copies unless sexual
reproduction is rare), the model that he uses does
not give a true representation of the genealogical pro-
cess in an asexual population. In particular, Bengtsson
regards a pair of gene copies in an asexual population
as occurring in one of two states (Bengtsson, 2003) –
in the same individual or in different individuals – and
considers the probability that two gene copies drawn
from different individuals will coalesce in the previous
generation to be 1/2N. This is clearly incorrect because
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the probability of coalescence, and thus the expected
coalescence time, for two genes taken from different
individuals depends on whether the two genes come
from – using the terminology of the present paper –
the same or different genomic subpopulations (see the
Model section). That this is the case is obvious from
both the expected gene phylogenies in asexual organ-
isms (Birky, 1996, p. 429; Judson & Normark, 1996)
and empirical data (Mark Welch & Meselson, 2000).
Consequently, the model of Bengtsson (2003) cannot
account for observed patterns of genetic diversity in
asexual organisms.

In the first attempt to quantify the Meselson effect,
Birky (1996) showed that the expected number of
substitutions between alleles within diploid indi-
viduals of an asexual species, k, is 2m(2N+t), where
2N is the expected coalescence time for the two alleles
in the ancestral sexual population and t is the time, in
generations, since the origin of asexuality and during
which there has been no sexual reproduction (Birky,
1996, p. 428). Giving a numerical example, Birky
(1996) calculated that, with typical values of 4Nm=
0.01 and m=5r10x9 per site, complete absence of
sexual reproduction for 10 million years (i.e. t=107

assuming one generation per year) would result in an
expected number of substitutions per site between
alleles (k) of 0.11, compared with 0.01 in a fully sexual
species. Birky (1996) conjectured that occasional sex-
ual reproduction should drastically reduce the co-
alescence time of two gene copies from a single
individual and proposed that ko0.10 constitutes
good evidence for long-term asexual reproduction.
However, with the same values of N and m as in the
example above, an intra-individual sequence diver-
gence of k=0.11 is expected if V=0.1 (i.e. if there
is one sexually derived individual every tenth gener-
ation, which is to say that k is equivalent to ha[I ] in Eqn
7b). Thus, ancient asexuality is not the only plausible
explanation of high levels of intra-individual sequence
divergence; the Meselson effect may manifest itself
even with non-negligible rates of sexual reproduction.

In a landmark study of the Meselson effect, Mark
Welch & Meselson (2000) sequenced both copies of
four genes from single individuals of four species of
bdelloid rotifers. In most cases, highly divergent and
presumably allelic gene copies were found within
single individuals, whereas gene copies from different
individuals (and species) were either equally divergent
or much more similar. For example, phylogenetic
analysis of sequences from the gene hsp82 revealed
that each sequence belonged to either of two ancient
lineages, and that representatives of both lineages
were found in the individuals of the two species
Macrotrachela quadricornifera and Philodina roseola
(Mark Welch & Meselson, 2000). The sequence data
from the hsp82 gene lend itself to a preliminary esti-
mation of V, as outlined in the previous section.

Again, p̄I is the average observed difference between
gene copies from a single individual, and p̄D corre-
sponds to the average observed difference between
gene copies from different individuals (the fact that
different individuals belong to different species is of
no relevance to the procedure). In this case, p̄I=49
and p̄D=23.6 (values are from uncorrected percent-
age difference at fourfold degenerate sites ; see Table 2
in Mark Welch & Meselson, 2000). Using Eqn 8, the
estimated scaled rate of sexual reproduction in these
bdelloid rotifer species is V̂=0.145. This result sug-
gests that the rotifer sequence data are compatible
with the production of roughly one sexual recruit
every seventh generation, a rate of sexual reproduction
that, if true, is clearly incompatible with the status
of the bdelloid rotifers as ancient asexuals. Indeed,
recent analysis of sequence data has indicated the
occurrence of historical recombination events in sev-
eral putative ancient asexuals (Gandolfi et al., 2003),
casting some doubt on the absence of sexual repro-
duction in these species. More work, both empirical
and theoretical, is clearly needed in this field. In par-
ticular, the statistical properties of the estimator of
V need to be carefully studied before it can be reliably
applied to data of the kind provided by Mark Welch
& Meselson (2000). Better estimates of V might
be found by using, for example, Bayesian inference
methods based on summary statistics (Beaumont
et al., 2002). Still, as indicated by the results of the
present study, DNA sequence data might not provide
the sought-after conclusive evidence of ancient
asexuality.

Appendix

The derivation of the expected coalescence times for a
pair of gene copies follows standard procedures (e.g.
Nordborg, 1997). Given the matrix R of transition
probabilities, with the different states arranged as
described in the Model section (Eqn 1), the amount of
time that two gene copies spend in state i (i>1) before
entering another state is a geometrically distributed
random variable Ti. The probability that Ti is larger
than some amount of time t, is

P(Ti>t)=(rii)
t, (A1)

where rii is a diagonal element of R. If time is
measured in units of 2N generations andN]‘, we get

lim
N]1

P T2>1x
1

2N
(2V+1)

� �2Nt

=ex(2V+1)t,

lim
N]1

P T3>1x
1

2N
(2V+1)

� �2Nt

=ex(2V+1)t,

lim
N]1

P T4>1x
1

2N
2V

� �2Nt

=ex2Vt,

(A2)
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for i=2,…, 4 [i.e. states (2), (1, 1)2 and (1, 1)1]. This
means that Ti has an exponential distribution in the
limit. The expected amount of time, E [Ti], that is
spent in state i is thus

E [T2]=
1

2(V+1)
,

E [T3]=
1

2(V+1)
,

E [T4]=
1

2V
,

(A3)

for i=2,…, 4. Once the two gene copies leave state i,
the (conditional) probability that they enter another
state j is rij}(1xrii). The coalescence time for two
gene copies currently in state i is given by the expected
time spent in state i plus the conditional probability of
entering state j times the expected time spent in j and
summed over all j different from i ; in the present case,
this is

E [T(i)]=E [Ti]+
X4

j=2, jli

rij
1xrii

E [Tj]

� �
, (A4)

where E [T(i)] is the expected coalescence time for two
gene copies in state i. The expected coalescence times
for two gene copies in states i=2,…, 4 can thus be
found from the following set of equations:

E [T(2)]=
1

2(V+1)
+

V

V+1
E [T(1, 1)2],

E [T(1, 1)2]=
1

2(V+1)
+

V

V+1
E [T(2)]

+
1

V+1
E [T(1, 1)1],

E [T(1, 1)1]=
1

2V
+1

2E [T(2)]+1
2E [T(1, 1)2]: (A5)

Solving this system of equations yields the expected
coalescence times given in Eqn 2. Substituting matrix
Rf for R gives the expected coalescence times with
selfing (Eqn 5).

I am grateful to M. Nordborg, H. Innan and two anony-
mous reviewers for helpful suggestions and comments on
the manuscript. I also thank B. Bengtsson and M. Lascoux
for interesting discussions on the subject.
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